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ABSTRACT 
Carpooling commonly known as car-sharing or ride-sharing is a concept in which commuters share a car while 

travelling. Participants in carpooling share journey expenses such as fuel, tolls etc. which reduces the expenses 

incurred on each participant. Carpooling helps to cut down traffic on the roads, carbon emissions and overall 

parking space required, hence proving to be environmental friendly. The application discussed in this paper is a 

mobile client using J2ME which allows it to work on any java enabled phone having GPRS connection. Thus, 

Car pooling using GPS is a real time mobile based application that mainly aims at facilitating car pooling 

amongst travelers. It allows users to book their journey with a person travelling on the same route beforehand. 

It allows users to locate their travel partners on the map displayed on their mobile screen and accordingly make 

changes in their itinerary.Implementation of the system is discussed in the paperwith help of the results.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the advances in Mobile technology, mobiles are proving to be the next generation computers. 

This application adds on to the pool of already existing, useful software’s. It runs on a mobile and 

using GPS technology enables carpooling in a more efficient and flexible manner. It is a java 

application that runs on a GPS enabled mobile phone. It interacts with a central server and provides 

processed information to the users. This being a mobile application provides portability and requires 

low maintenance. Thus, it reduces cost of travel, traffic on the road, pollution and ultimately global 
warming. 

1.1 What is Car Pooling? 
Carpooling is a concept in which people who travel to the same destination can share                                                             

their vehicle with others which reduces the fuel cost, reduces the traffic on the road and ultimately 
reduces pollution and global warming. With the ever-increasing population worldwide, it is necessary 

to carpool to preserve the world for our descendants.  

1.2 Need for a mobile Application for GPS enabled Car Pooling System 

1) Generally, cars travelling at peak hours consist of office goers which use a car in which a single 
person drives to his/her office. 

2) This increases the fuel cost and the traffic on the road. A better way is to club up with travelers 

destined to the same place. This will reduce fuel cost and traffic jams. 

3) The main impediment when it comes to carpooling is how to find out who travels to the same 

destination as yours every day or who is interested in carpooling. 

4) In case the regular poolers don't work on days you do, e.g. Saturday, then how to find new 

members for Saturday. 
5) There are websites available which allow finding out information about interested poolers but it's 

not handy in case you have to go to a new destination and need information in real time. The web 

sites aren’t handy in case you are in a place where it's difficult to find public transport. You can't 

carry your laptop along with you all the time. 
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1.3 Benefits of GPS enabled Car Pooling System 
Advantages of developing a mobile application for GPS enabled Car Pooling System are as 

follows:  

1) Portable - As it is a mobile Application, portability is one of the most noticeable benefit of Pool’ 

up. Mobiles are handy and can be carried anywhere easily. 

2)  Real time- This application provides real time data about the users interested in carpooling and 
their location.         

3) Flexibility - This application notifies users in case a participant in running late. It enables users to 

continue their work in case their fellow user is not able to reach on time.    

4) Low cost- As it runs on mobile, it requires low cost and maintenance. All that is maintenance 

required is a cell phone with GPRS connection.   

5) Easy to use - The only job of the user is to fill in some information about the source and 
destination of his journey and he will receive the relevant data transferred to his cell phone in an 

understandable manner. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

GPS Enabled Car Pooling System is a real time mobile application that mainly aims at facilitating 

carpool services to commuters by making them aware of the users interested in carpooling and also 

providing security to carpooling participants. System helps the user to set up an account for which 

he/she needs to provide identity proof for security purpose. He/she uses the same login id and 

password every time he logs in.The application can be divided into following phases: 

A. In case of synchronized pooling: 

Step 1:User A logs in and enters his current location or it can be retrieved directly using 

GPS,destination and the time he wants to start his journey. 

Step 2: User A is presented with all the available and processed list of users from the database server 

travelling to the same destination, at the same time as that entered by user A. 

Step 3:User A selects the user most convenient to him and the selected user B is notified. User B may 

accept or reject the Pool proposal. 

Step 4: User A receives the reply whether his request has been accepted or not and the    meeting 

point. 

Step5: Once user A's request is accepted, he starts the application before starting the journey to check 

whether User B is on time or not and his present location.   

Step 6: Depending on the location user A can decide the appropriate time to leave for the meeting 
point. 

 

Figure1. Start of Journey Situation 

B. In case of real time ad hoc pooling: 

Step 1: User X logs in and enters his current location or it is retrieved directly using GPS. 

Step 2: The query submitted to the database displays all the GPS Enabled Car Pooling System users 

near user X on a Map. 

Step 3: User X selects user Z from the imminent users from the map and sends him a request to pick 
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him up while on the way to the destination. 

Step 4: User Z checks user X's location in the map, replies to user X’s request and picks him up. 

 
 

Figure2. Once the request is accepted 

C. Payment Mode: 

Payment in both the cases is made by cash to the driver. In case the owner is not driving the vehicle 

and has hired a driver for that, then the driver collects the fare and passes on to the owner. The owner 

can see the service log for further details. 

III. DESIGN OF THE GPS ENABLED CAR POOLING SYSTEM 

3.1 Architectural block diagram:- 

The Architecture of the proposed system is as shown below in Figure3. 

 
Figure3. Architectural Block Diagramof the system 

Sequence of steps in proposed system is explained below:- 

1) Users can register themselves through website using registration module. 

2) Once registered, a user can login through their mobile and perform various functions like: 

a. Get nearest car location using get user location module 
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b. Schedule Drive i.e. user will book his drive. 

c. Check car schedule i.e. user can check schedule of the booked car using scheduling 

journey module. 

d. User can track the car location on the Google map. 

3) The mobile application will perform the functions mentioned above using the car pooling 
server and Google map. 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

Implementation of the system is explained below step wise with the help of results 

4.1System Architecture:  

Figure 4 shows client server application in which the server will be made up of the Servlet and SQL 

server while the Client is made up of the J2ME or JSP application. 

 

Users can register 
themselves through 
website. registered user can login  

Get nearest car location . 
Schedule Drive ,Check 
car schedule 

Server

Client

 
 

Figure 4.System architecture   

It consists of following components:- 

1) MS-SQL 2005 Database. 

2) Website frontend in JSP. 

3) Mobile frontend in J2ME. 

4) Backend in Servlet. 
 

4.1.1 MS-SQL 2005 Database.  

The MS-SQL database will serve as a common information repository for both mobile as well as 

website. The applicationsdatabase help in storing the user data, car details , journey details anduser 

locations 
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.  

Figure5.Database snapshot of the Pool up system 

The system database consists of seven tables shown in Figure 5. 

Seven tables are as follows:- 

1) userAccount – to  store  user information. 

2) Driver – to store car details 

3) Bookdriveradhoc – to store driver adhoc mode data. 

4) Bookdriversync – to store driver synchronized mode data. 

5) Bookpassadhoc – to store passenger adhoc mode data. 

6) Bookpasssync – to store passenger synchronized mode data. 

7) Userloc – to store users current location. 

4.1.2 Website frontend in JSP:- 
Website consists of various tabs such as home, register, login, book a ride, check ride status, fare, 

contact us, help, download, etc which are shown below in Figure 6. 

 

Figure6.Application’s Home page. 
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4.1.3 Mobile Frontend in J2ME:- 

Mobile Frontend is a J2ME application which will help users to login, book a ride, get current 

location, check status, etc to manage their car pooling. Applications Splash screen is shown in Figure 

7 

 

Figure7.J2ME Application Splash screen. 

4.1.4 Backend in Servlet:-   

The backend processing for the J2ME will be done using the Servlet pages. J2ME application requires 

Servlet to connect and access MS-SQL database through Http connections. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Stepwise results of the application are explained below with the help of screen shots. GPS Enabled car 

pooling user’s can login using login form as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
 

Figure8. Login form 
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Usercan reigister with the system by entering their details into the registration form  in order to create 

an account so that they can go for car pooling with other users is shown in Figure 9. 
 

 
 

Figure9.User registration form 

 

In case the user is a driver he needs to specify the details about his car like car model, capacity and car 

plate no are submitted to systemsdatabase. Hence registration form for the drivers is shown in 

Figure10. 

 

Figure10.Car Registration Form 

While booking a journey the first step is to select the role and the mode i.e. the roles can be driver or 

passenger and modes can be synchronized orad-hocmode. Figure 11shows the case where user is a 

driver and he opts for the synchronized mode. 
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Figure11.Mode and user type selection 

Figure 12 shows the form where user after opting for drivers role and synchronized mode , books the  

journey details .Same form is applicable if users role is passenger or mode is adhoc mode. 

 
Figure12. Book a journey form 

After filling the journey form user needs to calculate the distance between the source and destination 

and thus calculating the approximate fare depending on the rates which are provided by the system are 

shown in Figure 13  
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Figure13.Fare calculation form 

J2me Application Snapshots:- 

Login page for the mobile application which is similar to that of the website is shown in Figure 14 
 

 
 

Figure14. Login Form 

 

Figure 15shows the user the screen where he/she can select the mode i.e. synchronized or adhoc. 
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Figure15.User mode selection 

Figure16 shows the user the screen to selects his role i.e. driver or passenger. 
 

 
Figure16. user type selection 

Screen shown in Figure 17 helps users to fill in the journey details and submits it to the server for 

processing. 
 

 
 

Figure17. Book a Journey form 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

GPS Enabled Car Pooling System,is a user friendly mobile application that not only facilitates 

portability but also can be used easily by a novice user familiar with basic mobile functionalities.It 

displays location of carpooling participants on the mobile screen using Google maps which make it 

easy to interpret the exact position of the participant instead of providing ambiguous information such 

as longitude and latitude.It also facilitates user with the time remaining for a participant to reach the 
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meeting point in order to avoid unnecessary wastage of time. Hence, it provides information about a 

participant to other participants in real time which helps them to find out exact location using Google 

maps displayed on their mobile screen. It also handles security issues by making a photo identity 

mandatory for registration and participation. Thus,reduces the cost of travel by sharing of fuel and toll 

expenses amongst participants. System tries to eliminate any territorial boundaries and thus does not 

restrict users from its use.  
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